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This open access book offers a summary of the development of
Digital Earth over the past twenty years. By reviewing the initial
vision of Digital Earth, the evolution of that vision, the relevant
key technologies, and the role of Digital Earth in helping people
respond to global challenges, this publication reveals how and
why Digital Earth is becoming vital for acquiring, processing,
analysing and mining the rapidly growing volume of global data
sets about the Earth. The main aspects of Digital Earth covered
here include: Digital Earth platforms, remote sensing and
navigation satellites, processing and visualizing geospatial
information, geospatial information infrastructures, big data and
cloud computing, transformation and zooming, artificial
intelligence, Internet of Things, and social media. Moreover, the
book covers in detail the multi-layered/multi-faceted roles of
Digital Earth in response to sustainable development goals,
climate changes, and mitigating disasters, the applications of
Digital Earth (such as digital city and digital heritage), the citizen
science in support of Digital Earth, the economic value of Digital
Earth, and so on. This book also reviews the regional and
national development of Digital Earth around the world, and
discusses the role and effect of education and ethics. Lastly, it
concludes with a summary of the challenges and forecasts the
future trends of Digital Earth. By sharing case studies and a
broad range of general and scientific insights into the science and
technology of Digital Earth, this book offers an essential
introduction for an ever-growing international audience.
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and
techniques in processing gathered data or information, which will
be used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data
mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge from the
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collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery
from data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness,
effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large data sets. After
describing data mining, this edition explains the methods of
knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It
then presents information about data warehouses, online
analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then,
the methods involved in mining frequent patterns, associations,
and correlations for large data sets are described. The book details
the methods for data classification and introduces the concepts
and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss
the outlier detection and the trends, applications, and research
frontiers in data mining. This book is intended for Computer
Science students, application developers, business professionals,
and researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents
dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudocode and suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining
projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining objectrelational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases,
time-series databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and
applications in several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical
look at the concepts and techniques you need to get the most out
of your data
Data Science and Big Data Analytics is about harnessing the
power of data for new insights. The book covers the breadth of
activities and methods and tools that Data Scientists use. The
content focuses on concepts, principles and practical applications
that are applicable to any industry and technology environment,
and the learning is supported and explained with examples that
you can replicate using open-source software. This book will help
you: Become a contributor on a data science team Deploy a
structured lifecycle approach to data analytics problems Apply
appropriate analytic techniques and tools to analyzing big data
Learn how to tell a compelling story with data to drive business
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action Prepare for EMC Proven Professional Data Science
Certification Corresponding data sets are available from the
book’s page at Wiley which you can find on the Wiley site by
searching for the ISBN 9781118876138. Get started discovering,
analyzing, visualizing, and presenting data in a meaningful way
today!
L’opera, che vede la collaborazione di diversi studiosi e
professionisti specializzati nel settore, approfondisce la complessa
tematica del rapporto fra diritto e nuove tecnologie, privilegiando
un approccio di carattere operativo anche se non viene
risparmiato spazio ad importanti riferimenti di carattere
dottrinario. Grande rilevanza assume la giurisprudenza, spesso
decisiva per risolvere le particolari questioni giuridiche sorte con
l’avvento della tecnologia. Il libro si suddivide in 4 macroaree:
civile, penale, amministrativa e tecnologie emergenti, proprio per
evidenziare l’evoluzione che negli ultimi tempi ha contraddistinto
la materia, da intendere ormai come comprensiva sia
dell’informatica del diritto, che del diritto dell’informatica e dove
ormai lo stesso riferimento alla sola informatica appare limitato.
Proprio per questo motivo si è ritenuto di affrontare le principali
ed emergenti tematiche dell’informatica giuridica: la
contrattualistica, la protezione dei dati personali, i reati, la
cybersecurity, la digitalizzazione della PA, l’IA, l’IoT, la
blockchain, i big data.
Big Data Analytics
Principles and Paradigms
Text Analytics
Applications in Educational Research
Data Mining and Learning Analytics
The The Economics of Data, Analytics, and Digital
Transformation
Analizzare e interpretare dati con il machine learning

The volume LNCS 12393 constitutes the papers
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of the 22nd International Conference Big Data
Analytics and Knowledge Discovery which will
be held online in September 2020. The 15 full
papers presented together with 14 short papers
plus 1 position paper in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from a total of
77 submissions. This volume offers a wide range
to following subjects on theoretical and practical
aspects of big data analytics and knowledge
discovery as a new generation of big data
repository, data pre-processing, data mining,
text mining, sequences, graph mining, and
parallel processing.
Developed by the American Medical
Association’s Accelerating Change in Medical
Education Consortium, Health Systems Science
is the first text that focuses on providing a
fundamental understanding of how health care
is delivered, how health care professionals work
together to deliver that care, and how the health
system can improve patient care and health care
delivery. Along with basic and clinical science,
Health Systems Science (HSS) is rapidly
becoming a crucial "third pillar" of medical
science, requiring a practical, standardized
curriculum with an emphasis on understanding
the role of human factors, systems engineering,
leadership, and patient improvement strategies
that will help transform the future of health care
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and ensure greater patient safety. Complete
coverage of the evolving field of HSS includes
patient safety, quality improvement, evidencebased medicine, value in health care,
interprofessional teamwork, stewardship of
health care resources, population management,
clinical informatics, care coordination,
leadership, and health care financing/reform.
Patient improvement strategies incorporates
checklists, information technology, team
training, and more. A consistent chapter
template provides clear coverage of each topic,
including Learning Objectives, Chapter Outline,
Core Chapter Content, Summary, Questions for
Reflection, and Annotated Bibliography and
References. Highly relevant content applicable
to today’s evolving health care delivery written
by experts in key, emerging areas of HSS.
Developed in partnership with the AMA’s
Accelerating Change in Medical Education
Consortium, at the forefront of change and
innovation in medical education.
Big Data, Big Design provides designers with the
tools they need to harness the potential of
machine learning and put it to use for good
through thoughtful, human-centered, intentional
design. Enter the world of Machine Learning
(ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) through a
design lens in this thoughtful handbook of
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practical skills, technical knowledge, interviews,
essays, and theory, written specifically for
designers. Gain an understanding of the design
opportunities and design biases that arise when
using predictive algorithms. Learn how to place
design principles and cultural context at the
heart of AI and ML through real-life case studies
and examples. This portable, accessible guide
will give beginners and more advanced AI and
ML users the confidence to make reasoned,
thoughtful decisions when implementing ML
design solutions.
I Big Data sono una realtà e la professionalità
del data scientist è tanto ambita quanto rara sul
mercato del lavoro. All’interno delle aziende,
infatti, gli investimenti si concentrano sempre
più sull’analisi dei dati, con lo scopo di prendere
decisioni efficaci e migliorare prodotti, servizi e
vendite. Questo manuale presenta in modo
semplice e concreto i Big Data a chi non ha
particolare esperienza ma vuole passare
velocemente dalla teoria alla pratica. Per questo
viene introdotto KNIME, uno strumento open
source e gratuito dotato di un'interfaccia grafica
che ne semplifica l'utilizzo e permette anche a
chi non scrive codice di sfruttare i principali
algoritmi di machine learning. Dopo aver definito
cosa sono - e non sono - i Big Data, attraverso
esempi pratici e tutorial viene spiegato come
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costruire cluster per organizzare dati e come
creare modelli di predizione. Infine vengono
introdotti argomenti più avanzati come il
riconoscimento e l'analisi del linguaggio umano,
e l'estensione delle funzionalità di KNIME con R
e Python. Una guida per manager, professionisti
e studenti, ma più in generale per chiunque
voglia iniziare a lavorare con i Big Data
apprezzandone le opportunità e
comprendendone le criticità.
Handbook of Big Data Analytics
Reconstruction, Recovery and Resilience of
Societies
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
Data Strategy
Short-Term Load Forecasting 2019
Big Data, Big Design
Discovering, Analyzing, Visualizing and
Presenting Data
Digital Transformation Management for Agile
Organizations highlights and explores new dynamics
regarding how current digital developments globally
scale, by examining the threats, as well as the
opportunities these innovations offer to organizations
of all kinds.
Il neuromarketing si propone di indirizzare, ispirare e
guidare le aziende e le organizzazioni a comprendere
in modo più profondo - e connesso alle trasformazioni
culturali, sociali ed economiche - i bisogni, le attese e i
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desideri delle persone per favorire il miglioramento
continuo delle proprie strategie di marketing, di
comunicazione, di management e di brand equity.
Questo manuale vi accompagnerà nel viaggio che,
partendo dal racconto delle basi scientifiche del
neuromarketing e della sua genesi, vi condurrà a
scoprire tutti i possibili ambiti di riferimento e le
nuove frontiere di applicazione come il neuro-design
thinking, il neurobranding, il neuroselling, il
neuroretail, il neuromanagement, la neuroleadership,
la neuroeconomia e la neuroetica.
Addresses the impacts of data mining on education
and reviews applications in educational research
teaching, and learning This book discusses the
insights, challenges, issues, expectations, and
practical implementation of data mining (DM) within
educational mandates. Initial series of chapters offer a
general overview of DM, Learning Analytics (LA), and
data collection models in the context of educational
research, while also defining and discussing data
mining’s four guiding principles— prediction,
clustering, rule association, and outlier detection. The
next series of chapters showcase the pedagogical
applications of Educational Data Mining (EDM) and
feature case studies drawn from Business, Humanities,
Health Sciences, Linguistics, and Physical Sciences
education that serve to highlight the successes and
some of the limitations of data mining research
applications in educational settings. The remaining
chapters focus exclusively on EDM’s emerging role in
helping to advance educational research—from
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identifying at-risk students and closing socioeconomic
gaps in achievement to aiding in teacher evaluation
and facilitating peer conferencing. This book features
contributions from international experts in a variety of
fields. Includes case studies where data mining
techniques have been effectively applied to advance
teaching and learning Addresses applications of data
mining in educational research, including: social
networking and education; policy and legislation in the
classroom; and identification of at-risk students
Explores Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) to
study the effectiveness of online networks in
promoting learning and understanding the
communication patterns among users and students
Features supplementary resources including a primer
on foundational aspects of educational mining and
learning analytics Data Mining and Learning Analytics:
Applications in Educational Research is written for
both scientists in EDM and educators interested in
using and integrating DM and LA to improve education
and advance educational research.
Applications of Big Data in Healthcare: Theory and
Practice begins with the basics of Big Data analysis
and introduces the tools, processes and procedures
associated with Big Data analytics. The book unites
healthcare with Big Data analysis and uses the
advantages of the latter to solve the problems faced by
the former. The authors present the challenges faced
by the healthcare industry, including capturing,
storing, searching, sharing and analyzing data. This
book illustrates the challenges in the applications of
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Big Data and suggests ways to overcome them, with a
primary emphasis on data repositories, challenges,
and concepts for data scientists, engineers and
clinicians. The applications of Big Data have grown
tremendously within the past few years and its growth
can not only be attributed to its competence to handle
large data streams but also to its abilities to find
insights from complex, noisy, heterogeneous,
longitudinal and voluminous data. The main objectives
of Big Data in the healthcare sector is to come up with
ways to provide personalized healthcare to patients by
taking into account the enormous amounts of already
existing data. Provides case studies that illustrate the
business processes underlying the use of big data and
deep learning health analytics to improve health care
delivery Supplies readers with a foundation for further
specialized study in clinical analysis and data
management Includes links to websites, videos,
articles and other online content to expand and
support the primary learning objectives for each major
section of the book
Research, Methods and Applications in Urban
Informatics
BDCPS 2020, 28-29 December 2020, Shanghai, China
Hands-on techniques to implement enterprise
analytics and machine learning using Hadoop, Spark,
NoSQL and R
A compass to sail the digital world
Manuale di diritto di INTERNET
Manuale di neuromarketing
The theorems, laws, and empowerments to guide your
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organization’s digital transformation
This engaging and clearly written textbook/reference
provides a must-have introduction to the rapidly emerging
interdisciplinary field of data science. It focuses on the
principles fundamental to becoming a good data scientist
and the key skills needed to build systems for collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting data. The Data Science Design
Manual is a source of practical insights that highlights
what really matters in analyzing data, and provides an
intuitive understanding of how these core concepts can be
used. The book does not emphasize any particular
programming language or suite of data-analysis tools,
focusing instead on high-level discussion of important
design principles. This easy-to-read text ideally serves the
needs of undergraduate and early graduate students
embarking on an “Introduction to Data Science” course. It
reveals how this discipline sits at the intersection of
statistics, computer science, and machine learning, with a
distinct heft and character of its own. Practitioners in these
and related fields will find this book perfect for self-study
as well. Additional learning tools: Contains “War Stories,”
offering perspectives on how data science applies in the
real world Includes “Homework Problems,” providing a
wide range of exercises and projects for self-study Provides
a complete set of lecture slides and online video lectures at
www.data-manual.com Provides “Take-Home Lessons,”
emphasizing the big-picture concepts to learn from each
chapter Recommends exciting “Kaggle Challenges” from
the online platform Kaggle Highlights “False Starts,”
revealing the subtle reasons why certain approaches fail
Offers examples taken from the data science television
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show “The Quant Shop” (www.quant-shop.com)
This comprehensive and well-established cartography
textbook covers the theory and the practical applications of
map design and the appropriate use of map elements. It
explains the basic methods for visualizing and analyzing
spatial data and introduces the latest cutting-edge data
visualization techniques. The fourth edition responds to the
extensive developments in cartography and GIS in the last
decade, including the continued evolution of the Internet
and Web 2.0; the need to analyze and visualize large data
sets (commonly referred to as Big Data); the changes in
computer hardware (e.g., the evolution of hardware for
virtual environments and augmented reality); and novel
applications of technology. Key Features of the Fourth
Edition: Includes more than 400 color illustrations and it is
available in both print and eBook formats. A new chapter
on Geovisual Analytics and individual chapters have now
been dedicated to Map Elements, Typography,
Proportional Symbol Mapping, Dot Mapping, Cartograms,
and Flow Mapping. Extensive revisions have been made to
the chapters on Principles of Color, Dasymetric Mapping,
Visualizing Terrain, Map Animation, Visualizing
Uncertainty, and Virtual Environments/Augmented
Reality. All chapters include Learning Objectives and
Study Questions. Provides more than 250 web links to
online content, over 730 references to scholarly materials,
and additional 540 references available for Further
Reading. There is ample material for either a one or twosemester course in thematic cartography and
geovisualization. This textbook provides undergraduate
and graduate students in geoscience, geography, and
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environmental sciences with the most valuable up-to-date
learning resource available in the cartographic field. It is a
great resource for professionals and experts using GIS and
Cartography and for organizations and policy makers
involved in mapping projects.
The advent of digital technologies has changed the news
and publishing industries drastically. While shrinking
newsrooms may be a concern for many, journalists and
publishing professionals are working to reorient their skills
and capabilities to employ technology for the purpose of
better understanding and engaging with their audiences.
Contemporary Research Methods and Data Analytics in
the News Industry highlights the research behind the
innovations and emerging practices being implemented
within the journalism industry. This crucial, industryshattering publication focuses on key topics in social media
and video streaming as a new form of media
communication as well the application of big data and data
analytics for collecting information and drawing
conclusions about the current and future state of print and
digital news. Due to significant insight surrounding the
latest applications and technologies affecting the news
industry, this publication is a must-have resource for
journalists, analysts, news media professionals, social
media strategists, researchers, television news producers,
and upper-level students in journalism and media studies.
This timely industry resource includes key topics on the
changing scope of the news and publishing industries
including, but not limited to, big data, broadcast
journalism, computational journalism, computer-mediated
communication, data scraping, digital media, news media,
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social media, text mining, and user experience.
Big Data Analytics. Il manuale del data scientistDigital
Transformation Management for Agile OrganizationsA
compass to sail the digital worldEmerald Group
Publishing
A Practical Guide to Analytics for Governments
Big Data Analytics. Il manuale del data scientist
Big Data
Foundations of Data Science
Health Systems Science E-Book
Practical Big Data Analytics
Thematic Cartography and Geovisualization, Fourth
Edition

Focusing on methodologies, applications and challenges of
textual data analysis and related fields, this book gathers
selected and peer-reviewed contributions presented at the
14th International Conference on Statistical Analysis of
Textual Data (JADT 2018), held in Rome, Italy, on June
12-15, 2018. Statistical analysis of textual data is a
multidisciplinary field of research that has been mainly
fostered by statistics, linguistics, mathematics and
computer science. The respective sections of the book focus
on techniques, methods and models for text analytics,
dictionaries and specific languages, multilingual text
analysis, and the applications of text analytics. The
interdisciplinary contributions cover topics including text
mining, text analytics, network text analysis, information
extraction, sentiment analysis, web mining, social media
analysis, corpus and quantitative linguistics, statistical and
computational methods, and textual data in sociology,
psychology, politics, law and marketing.
Analytics can make government work better—this book
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shows you how A Practical Guide to Analytics for
Governments provides demonstrations of real-world
analytics applications for legislators, policy-makers, and
support staff at the federal, state, and local levels. Big data
and analytics are transforming industries across the board,
and government can reap many of those same benefits by
applying analytics to processes and programs already in
place. From healthcare delivery and child well-being, to
crime and program fraud, analytics can—in fact, already
does—transform the way government works. This book
shows you how analytics can be implemented in your own
milieu: What is the downstream impact of new legislation?
How can we make programs more efficient? Is it possible to
predict policy outcomes without analytics? How do I get
started building analytics into my government organization?
The answers are all here, with accessible explanations and
useful advice from an expert in the field. Analytics allows
you to mine your data to create a holistic picture of your
constituents; this model helps you tailor programs, fine-tune
legislation, and serve the populace more effectively. This
book walks you through analytics as applied to government,
and shows you how to reap Big data's benefits at whatever
level necessary. Learn how analytics is already transforming
government service delivery Delve into the digital
healthcare revolution Use analytics to improve education,
juvenile justice, and other child-focused areas Apply
analytics to transportation, criminal justice, fraud, and much
more Legislators and policy makers have plenty of great
ideas—but how do they put those ideas into play? Analytics
can play a crucial role in getting the job done well. A
Practical Guide to Analytics for Governments provides
advice, perspective, and real-world guidance for public
servants everywhere.
I Big Data con i relativi processi di analisi sono una realtà
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che incombe sul mercato Italiano sotto la spinta estera e
delle nuove aspettative dei consumatori, e con la quale le
Piccole e Medie Imprese dovranno confrontarsi-scontrarsi in
termini di concorrenza. Infatti essi costituiscono uno degli
emergenti vantaggi competitivi all’interno del Marketing
Strategico, e insieme all’Intelligenza Artificiale e al Data
Mining stanno cambiando progressivamente le regole del
mercato. Alle Piccole Imprese i Big Data e l’Analitica
permettono di ampliare e ottimizzare il business relativo al
commercio online o di ottimizzare strategie e semplici
processi aziendali, mentre nelle Medie Imprese essi
permettono anche di abbattere i costi attraverso una più
efficiente gestione della propria Supply Chain, produzione o
di più complessi processi aziendali. Questo testo non si
propone però come un manuale di informatica, ma si
avvicina alla categoria dei corsi di “Ch, disponibili online
spesso a costi molto elevati, ed è finalizzato a fornire quelle
basi essenziali per poter prendere decisioni aziendali più
oggettive, fondate sulla valutazione di più dati, punti di
vista e opportunità rispetto al passato e messe ora a
disposizione dai Big Data. Ciò senza tralasciare tanti consigli
operativi pratici ed una selezione tra gli strumenti più
economici presenti sul mercato.
Big Data: Principles and Paradigms captures the state-of-theart research on the architectural aspects, technologies, and
applications of Big Data. The book identifies potential future
directions and technologies that facilitate insight into
numerous scientific, business, and consumer applications.
To help realize Big Data’s full potential, the book addresses
numerous challenges, offering the conceptual and
technological solutions for tackling them. These challenges
include life-cycle data management, large-scale storage,
flexible processing infrastructure, data modeling, scalable
machine learning, data analysis algorithms, sampling
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techniques, and privacy and ethical issues. Covers
computational platforms supporting Big Data applications
Addresses key principles underlying Big Data computing
Examines key developments supporting next generation Big
Data platforms Explores the challenges in Big Data
computing and ways to overcome them Contains expert
contributors from both academia and industry
Applications in R
21st International Conference, DaWaK 2019, Linz, Austria,
August 26–29, 2019, Proceedings
The Internet of Things Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
Big Data Analytics for Cyber-Physical System in Smart City
Digital Transformation Management for Agile Organizations
Challenges and Opportunities
This book provides an introduction to the
mathematical and algorithmic foundations of
data science, including machine learning,
high-dimensional geometry, and analysis of
large networks. Topics include the
counterintuitive nature of data in high
dimensions, important linear algebraic
techniques such as singular value
decomposition, the theory of random walks and
Markov chains, the fundamentals of and
important algorithms for machine learning,
algorithms and analysis for clustering,
probabilistic models for large networks,
representation learning including topic
modelling and non-negative matrix
factorization, wavelets and compressed
sensing. Important probabilistic techniques
are developed including the law of large
numbers, tail inequalities, analysis of
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random projections, generalization guarantees
in machine learning, and moment methods for
analysis of phase transitions in large random
graphs. Additionally, important structural
and complexity measures are discussed such as
matrix norms and VC-dimension. This book is
suitable for both undergraduate and graduate
courses in the design and analysis of
algorithms for data.
Data-driven analytics is enjoying
unprecedented popularity among oil and gas
professionals. Many reservoir engineering
problems associated with geological storage
of CO2 require the development of numerical
reservoir simulation models. This book is the
first to examine the contribution of
artificial intelligence and machine learning
in data-driven analytics of fluid flow in
porous environments, including saline
aquifers and depleted gas and oil reservoirs.
Drawing from actual case studies, this book
demonstrates how smart proxy models can be
developed for complex numerical reservoir
simulation models. Smart proxy incorporates
pattern recognition capabilities of
artificial intelligence and machine learning
to build smart models that learn the
intricacies of physical, mechanical and
chemical interactions using precise numerical
simulations. This ground breaking technology
makes it possible and practical to use high
fidelity, complex numerical reservoir
simulation models in the design, analysis and
optimization of carbon storage in geological
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formations projects.
This book gathers a selection of peerreviewed papers presented at the second Big
Data Analytics for Cyber-Physical System in
Smart City (BDCPS 2020) conference, held in
Shanghai, China, on 28–29 December 2020. The
contributions, prepared by an international
team of scientists and engineers, cover the
latest advances made in the field of machine
learning, and big data analytics methods and
approaches for the data-driven co-design of
communication, computing, and control for
smart cities. Given its scope, it offers a
valuable resource for all researchers and
professionals interested in big data, smart
cities, and cyber-physical systems.
Unique insights to implement big data
analytics and reap big returns to your bottom
line Focusing on the business and financial
value of big data analytics, respected
technology journalist Frank J. Ohlhorst
shares his insights on the newly emerging
field of big data analytics in Big Data
Analytics. This breakthrough book
demonstrates the importance of analytics,
defines the processes, highlights the
tangible and intangible values and discusses
how you can turn a business liability into
actionable material that can be used to
redefine markets, improve profits and
identify new business opportunities. Reveals
big data analytics as the next wave for
businesses looking for competitive advantage
Takes an in-depth look at the financial value
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of big data analytics Offers tools and best
practices for working with big data Once the
domain of large on-line retailers such as
eBay and Amazon, big data is now accessible
by businesses of all sizes and across
industries. From how to mine the data your
company collects, to the data that is
available on the outside, Big Data Analytics
shows how you can leverage big data into a
key component in your business's growth
strategy.
Applications of Big Data in Healthcare
Why Designers Should Care about Artificial
Intelligence
Historic Cities in the Face of Disasters
Theory and Practice
Architettura, tecnologie e metodi per
l’utilizzo di grandi basi di dati
Big Data nelle PMI
Seeing Cities Through Big Data

Computational thinking is a lifelong skill
important for succeeding in careers and life.
Students especially need to acquire this skill
while in school as it can assist with solving a
number of complex problems that arise later
in life. Therefore, the importance of teaching
computational thinking and coding in early
education is paramount for fostering problemsolving and creativity. Teaching
Computational Thinking and Coding to Young
Children discusses the importance of
teaching computational
thinking and coding
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in early education. The book focuses on
interdisciplinary connections between
computational thinking and other areas of
study, assessment methods for computational
thinking, and different contexts in which
computational thinking plays out. Covering
topics such as programming, computational
thinking assessment, computational
expression, and coding, this book is essential
for elementary and middle school teachers,
early childhood educators, administrators,
instructional designers, curricula developers,
educational software developers, researchers,
educators, academicians, and students in
computer science, education, computational
thinking, and early childhood education.
Discover how data science can help you gain
in-depth insight into your business - the easy
way! Jobs in data science abound, but few
people have the data science skills needed to
fill these increasingly important roles. Data
Science For Dummies is the perfect starting
point for IT professionals and students who
want a quick primer on all areas of the
expansive data science space. With a focus on
business cases, the book explores topics in
big data, data science, and data engineering,
and how these three areas are combined to
produce tremendous value. If you want to pickPage 21/37
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up the skills you need to begin a new career
or initiate a new project, reading this book
will help you understand what technologies,
programming languages, and mathematical
methods on which to focus. While this book
serves as a wildly fantastic guide through the
broad, sometimes intimidating field of big
data and data science, it is not an instruction
manual for hands-on implementation. Here’s
what to expect: Provides a background in big
data and data engineering before moving on
to data science and how it's applied to
generate value Includes coverage of big data
frameworks like Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark,
MPP platforms, and NoSQL Explains machine
learning and many of its algorithms as well as
artificial intelligence and the evolution of the
Internet of Things Details data visualization
techniques that can be used to showcase,
summarize, and communicate the data
insights you generate It's a big, big data
world out there—let Data Science For
Dummies help you harness its power and gain
a competitive edge for your organization.
Il volume analizza in modo completo e
approfondito la disciplina della concorrenza e
quella relativa alla tutela del consumatore.
L’originalità del volume è data dal fatto che
sono ricondotti ad una visione unitaria temi
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che per lungo tempo sono stati affrontati con
diversa incisività dal legislatore: la tutela
della concorrenza e la tutela dei consumatori,
riuniti finalmente all’interno dell’universo
‘mercato’ in cui operano le imprese e i
cittadini consumatori. La prima parte del
volume è dedicata alla concorrenza: dopo
un’introduzione di carattere generale, ci si
sofferma sui temi di maggior interesse, in
particolare su diritto industriale e imprese (i
comportamenti anticompetitivi; le
concentrazioni; i servizi di interesse
economico generale), sulla concorrenza sleale
nell’ambito nazionale e comunitario e, infine,
vengono analizzate le fattispecie riguardanti
lo stato e le procedure applicative: controllo
dei giudici, analisi economica, rapporti con le
altre Authorities, programmi di Compliance.
La seconda parte sui consumatori propone
un’esposizione sistematica e sintetica del
diritto dei consumatori, che, oltre a una
dettagliata illustrazione delle fonti e delle
materie tipiche, comprende una trattazione
specifica della responsabilità del produttore,
della trasparenza bancaria e della tutela dei
risparmiatori nei contratti con gli
intermediari finanziari. Non ultime le
tematiche delle garanzie e del commercio
elettronico ed una analisi dettagliata dei
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profili penalistici. L’inquadramento
sistematico della materia, l’impostazione dei
temi, l’elaborazione critica, l'apparato di note
offrono un quadro di spunti, riflessioni e
riferimenti indispensabili per la pratica
quotidiana.
Short-term load forecasting (STLF) plays a
key role in the formulation of economic,
reliable, and secure operating strategies
(planning, scheduling, maintenance, and
control processes, among others) for a power
system and will be significant in the future.
However, there is still much to do in these
research areas. The deployment of enabling
technologies (e.g., smart meters) has made
high-granularity data available for many
customer segments and to approach many
issues, for instance, to make forecasting tasks
feasible at several demand aggregation levels.
The first challenge is the improvement of
STLF models and their performance at new
aggregation levels. Moreover, the mix of
renewables in the power system, and the
necessity to include more flexibility through
demand response initiatives have introduced
greater uncertainties, which means new
challenges for STLF in a more dynamic power
system in the 2030–50 horizon. Many
techniques have been proposed and applied
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for STLF, including traditional statistical
models and AI techniques. Besides,
distribution planning needs, as well as grid
modernization, have initiated the
development of hierarchical load forecasting.
Analogously, the need to face new sources of
uncertainty in the power system is giving
more importance to probabilistic load
forecasting. This Special Issue deals with
both fundamental research and practical
application research on STLF methodologies
to face the challenges of a more distributed
and customer-centered power system.
Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery
Advances and Challenges
Data Science and Big Data Analytics
Concorrenza, mercato e diritto dei
consumatori
Using Big Data for Good
Guida al vantaggio competitivo. Una guida
semplice e pratica per scoprirne i vantaggi,
partendo dagli strumenti più economici
disponibili sul mercato. Con contenuti
download ed esercitazioni scaricabili
Noise Filtering for Big Data Analytics
This book examines reconstruction and resilience
of historic cities and societies from multiple
disciplinary and complementary perspectives
and, by doing so, it helps researchers and
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practitioners alike, among them reconstruction
managers, urban governance and professionals.
The book builds on carefully selected and
updated papers accepted for the 2019 Silk Cities
international conference on ‘reconstruction,
recovery and resilience of historic cities and
societies’, the third Silk Cities conference held in
L’Aquila, Italy, 10-12 July 2019, working with
University of L’Aquila and UCL. This multi-scale,
and multidisciplinary book offers cross-sectoral
and complimentary voices from multiple
stakeholders, including academia, urban
governance, NGOs and local populations. It
examines post-disaster reconstruction strategies
and case studies from Europe, Asia and Latin
America that provide a valuable collection for
anyone who would like to get a global overview
on the subject matter. It thereby enables a
deeper understanding of challenges,
opportunities and approaches in dealing with
historic cities facing disasters at various
geographical scales. Additionally, it brings
together historical approaches to the
reconstruction of historical cities and those of
more recent times. Thus, it can be used as a
reference book for global understanding of the
subject matter.
Big data analytics utilizes a wide range of
software and analytical tools to provide
immediate, relevant information for efficient
decision-making. Companies are recognizing the
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immense potential of BDA, but ensuring the data
is appropriate and error-free is the largest
hurdle in implementing BDA applications. The
Handbook of Research on Organizational
Transformations through Big Data Analytics not
only catalogues the existing platforms and
technologies, it explores new trends within the
field of big data analytics (BDA). Containing new
and existing research materials and insights on
the various approaches to BDA; this publication
is intended for researchers, IT professionals, and
CIOs interested in the best ways to implement
BDA applications and technologies.
Get command of your organizational Big Data
using the power of data science and analytics
Key Features A perfect companion to boost your
Big Data storing, processing, analyzing skills to
help you take informed business decisions Work
with the best tools such as Apache Hadoop, R,
Python, and Spark for NoSQL platforms to
perform massive online analyses Get expert tips
on statistical inference, machine learning,
mathematical modeling, and data visualization
for Big Data Book Description Big Data analytics
relates to the strategies used by organizations to
collect, organize and analyze large amounts of
data to uncover valuable business insights that
otherwise cannot be analyzed through traditional
systems. Crafting an enterprise-scale costefficient Big Data and machine learning solution
to uncover insights and value from your
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organization's data is a challenge. Today, with
hundreds of new Big Data systems, machine
learning packages and BI Tools, selecting the
right combination of technologies is an even
greater challenge. This book will help you do
that. With the help of this guide, you will be able
to bridge the gap between the theoretical world
of technology with the practical ground reality of
building corporate Big Data and data science
platforms. You will get hands-on exposure to
Hadoop and Spark, build machine learning
dashboards using R and R Shiny, create webbased apps using NoSQL databases such as
MongoDB and even learn how to write R code for
neural networks. By the end of the book, you will
have a very clear and concrete understanding of
what Big Data analytics means, how it drives
revenues for organizations, and how you can
develop your own Big Data analytics solution
using different tools and methods articulated in
this book. What you will learn - Get a 360-degree
view into the world of Big Data, data science and
machine learning - Broad range of technical and
business Big Data analytics topics that caters to
the interests of the technical experts as well as
corporate IT executives - Get hands-on
experience with industry-standard Big Data and
machine learning tools such as Hadoop, Spark,
MongoDB, KDB+ and R - Create production-grade
machine learning BI Dashboards using R and R
Shiny with step-by-step instructions - Learn how
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to combine open-source Big Data, machine
learning and BI Tools to create low-cost business
analytics applications - Understand corporate
strategies for successful Big Data and data
science projects - Go beyond general-purpose
analytics to develop cutting-edge Big Data
applications using emerging technologies Who
this book is for The book is intended for existing
and aspiring Big Data professionals who wish to
become the go-to person in their organization
when it comes to Big Data architecture,
analytics, and governance. While no prior
knowledge of Big Data or related technologies is
assumed, it will be helpful to have some
programming experience.
Data Analytics for the Social Sciences is an
introductory, graduate-level treatment of data
analytics for social science. It features
applications in the R language, arguably the
fastest growing and leading statistical tool for
researchers. The book starts with an ethics
chapter on the uses and potential abuses of data
analytics. Chapters 2 and 3 show how to
implement a broad range of statistical
procedures in R. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with
regression and classification trees and with
random forests. Chapter 6 deals with machine
learning models and the "caret" package, which
makes available to the researcher hundreds of
models. Chapter 7 deals with neural network
analysis, and Chapter 8 deals with network
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analysis and visualization of network data. A
final chapter treats text analysis, including web
scraping, comparative word frequency tables,
word clouds, word maps, sentiment analysis,
topic analysis, and more. All empirical chapters
have two "Quick Start" exercises designed to
allow quick immersion in chapter topics, followed
by "In Depth" coverage. Data are available for all
examples and runnable R code is provided in a
"Command Summary". An appendix provides an
extended tutorial on R and RStudio. Almost 30
online supplements provide information for the
complete book, "books within the book" on a
variety of topics, such as agent-based modeling.
Rather than focusing on equations, derivations,
and proofs, this book emphasizes hands-on
obtaining of output for various social science
models and how to interpret the output. It is
suitable for all advanced level undergraduate
and graduate students learning statistical data
analysis.
Le principali ed innovative tematiche
dell’informatica giuridica: l’ambito civile, penale,
amministrativo e le tecnologie emergenti
Data Analytics for the Social Sciences
Handbook of Research on Organizational
Transformations through Big Data Analytics
Manual of Digital Earth
The Data Science Design Manual
How to Profit from a World of Big Data, Analytics
and the Internet of Things
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22nd International Conference, DaWaK 2020,
Bratislava, Slovakia, September 14–17, 2020,
Proceedings

Addressing a broad range of big data analytics in
cross-disciplinary applications, this essential
handbook focuses on the statistical prospects
offered by recent developments in this field. To
do so, it covers statistical methods for highdimensional problems, algorithmic designs,
computation tools, analysis flows and the
software-hardware co-designs that are needed to
support insightful discoveries from big data. The
book is primarily intended for statisticians,
computer experts, engineers and application
developers interested in using big data analytics
with statistics. Readers should have a solid
background in statistics and computer science.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 21st International Conference on Big Data
Analytics and Knowledge Discovery, DaWaK
2019, held in Linz, Austria, in September 2019.
The 12 full papers and 10 short papers presented
were carefully reviewed and selected from 61
submissions. The papers are organized in the
following topical sections: Applications;
patterns; RDF and streams; big data systems;
graphs and machine learning; databases.
Build a continuously learning and adapting
organization that can extract increasing levels of
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business, customer and operational value from
the amalgamation of data and advanced
analytics such as AI and Machine Learning Key
FeaturesMaster the Big Data Business Model
Maturity Index methodology to transition to a
value-driven organizational mindsetAcquire
implementable knowledge on digital
transformation through 8 practical lawsExplore
the economics behind digital assets (data and
analytics) that appreciate in value when
constructed and deployed correctlyBook
Description In today’s digital era, every
organization has data, but just possessing
enormous amounts of data is not a sufficient
market discriminator. The Economics of Data,
Analytics, and Digital Transformation aims to
provide actionable insights into the real market
discriminators, including an organization’s datafueled analytics products that inspire innovation,
deliver insights, help make practical decisions,
generate value, and produce mission success for
the enterprise. The book begins by first building
your mindset to be value-driven and introducing
the Big Data Business Model Maturity Index, its
maturity index phases, and how to navigate the
index. You will explore value engineering, where
you will learn how to identify key business
initiatives, stakeholders, advanced analytics,
data sources, and instrumentation strategies that
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are essential to data science success. The book
will help you accelerate and optimize your
company’s operations through AI and machine
learning. By the end of the book, you will have
the tools and techniques to drive your
organization’s digital transformation. Here are a
few words from Dr. Kirk Borne, Data Scientist
and Executive Advisor at Booz Allen Hamilton,
about the book: Data analytics should first and
foremost be about action and value.
Consequently, the great value of this book is that
it seeks to be actionable. It offers a dynamic
progression of purpose-driven ignition points
that you can act upon. What you will learnTrain
your organization to transition from being datadriven to being value-drivenNavigate and master
the big data business model maturity indexLearn
a methodology for determining the economic
value of your data and analyticsUnderstand how
AI and machine learning can create analytics
assets that appreciate in value the more that they
are usedBecome aware of digital transformation
misconceptions and pitfallsCreate empowered
and dynamic teams that fuel your organization’s
digital transformationWho this book is for This
book is designed to benefit everyone from
students who aspire to study the economic
fundamentals behind data and digital
transformation to established business leaders
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and professionals who want to learn how to
leverage data and analytics to accelerate their
business careers.
This book introduces the latest thinking on the
use of Big Data in the context of urban systems,
including research and insights on human
behavior, urban dynamics, resource use,
sustainability and spatial disparities, where it
promises improved planning, management and
governance in the urban sectors (e.g.,
transportation, energy, smart cities, crime,
housing, urban and regional economies, public
health, public engagement, urban governance
and political systems), as well as Big Data’s
utility in decision-making, and development of
indicators to monitor economic and social
activity, and for urban sustainability,
transparency, livability, social inclusion, placemaking, accessibility and resilience.
Turning Big Data into Big Money
Teaching Computational Thinking and Coding to
Young Children
Data-Driven Analytics for the Geological Storage
of CO2
Data Science For Dummies
Contemporary Research Methods and Data
Analytics in the News Industry
Less than 0.5 per cent of all data is currently analysed and used.
However, business leaders and managers cannot afford to be
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unconcerned or sceptical about data. Data is revolutionizing the
way we work and it is the companies that view data as a
strategic asset that will survive and thrive. Bernard Marr's Data
Strategy is a must-have guide to creating a robust data strategy.
Explaining how to identify your strategic data needs, what
methods to use to collect the data and, most importantly, how
to translate your data into organizational insights for improved
business decision-making and performance, this is essential
reading for anyone aiming to leverage the value of their
business data and gain competitive advantage. Packed with case
studies and real-world examples, advice on how to build data
competencies in an organization and crucial coverage of how to
ensure your data doesn't become a liability, Data Strategy will
equip any organization with the tools and strategies it needs to
profit from big data, analytics and the Internet of Things.
This book focuses on the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT has
caught the imagination as a transformational technology that
will positively impact a large and diverse array of socioeconomic activities. This book explores this impact, beginning
with a chapter highlighting the promises and complexities of
the IoT. It then explores these in greater detail in subsequent
chapters. The first of these chapters explores the patenting
activity of leading companies and is followed by a discussion
of the challenges faced by the growth of ‘unicorns’ within
Europe. The fourth chapter outlines a methodology for
determining when investments in IoT should occur and is
followed by a discussion of how the data generated by IoT will
change marketing related decisions. The scope and complexity
of the regulatory and governance structures associated with the
IoT are then explored in the sixth chapter. These issues are
brought together in the final chapter, which identifies the
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opportunities and challenges emanating from the IoT and how
these may be tackled. This book will be valuable reading to
academics working in the field of disruptive technology,
innovation management, and technological change more
broadly.
This book explains how to perform data de-noising, in large
scale, with a satisfactory level of accuracy. Three main issues
are considered. Firstly, how to eliminate the error propagation
from one stage to next stages while developing a filtered
model. Secondly, how to maintain the positional importance of
data whilst purifying it. Finally, preservation of memory in the
data is crucial to extract smart data from noisy big data. If,
after the application of any form of smoothing or filtering, the
memory of the corresponding data changes heavily, then the
final data may lose some important information. This may lead
to wrong or erroneous conclusions. But, when anticipating any
loss of information due to smoothing or filtering, one cannot
avoid the process of denoising as on the other hand any kind of
analysis of big data in the presence of noise can be misleading.
So, the entire process demands very careful execution with
efficient and smart models in order to effectively deal with it.
Ogni giorno nel mondo vengono creati miliardi di dati digitali.
Questa mole di informazione proviene dal notevole incremento
di dispositivi che automatizzano numerose operazioni – record
delle transazioni di acquisto e segnali GPS dei cellulari, per
esempio – e dal Web: foto, video, post, articoli e contenuti
digitali generati e diffusi dagli utenti tramite i social media.
L’elaborazione di questi “big data” richiede elevate capacità di
calcolo, tecnologie e risorse che vanno ben al di là dei sistemi
convenzionali di gestione e immagazzinamento dei dati. Il testo
esplora il mondo dei “grandi dati” e ne offre una descrizione e
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classificazione, presentando le opportunità che possono
derivare dal loro utilizzo. Descrive le soluzioni software e
hardware dedicate, riservando ampio spazio alle
implementazioni Open Source e alle principali offerte cloud. Si
propone dunque come una guida approfondita agli strumenti e
alle tecnologie che permettono l’analisi e la gestione di grandi
quantità di dati. Il volume è dedicato a chi, in università e in
azienda (database administrator, IT manager, professionisti di
Business Intelligence) intende approfondire le tematiche
relative ai big data. È, inoltre, un valido supporto per il
management aziendale per comprendere come ottenere
informazioni utilizzabili nei processi decisionali. Alessandro
Rezzani insegna presso l’Università Bocconi di Milano. È
esperto di progettazione e implementazione di Data
Warehouse, di processi ETL, database multidimensionali e
soluzioni di reporting. Attualmente si occupa di disegno e
implementazione di soluzioni di Business Intelligence presso
Factory Software. Con Apogeo Education ha pubblicato
“Business Intelligence. Processi, metodi, utilizzo in azienda”,
2012.
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